Don Richmond says the service that good music provides is to display the finer sides of our nature, moving us beyond the mundane.
Richmond, an acclaimed singer-songwriter from Alamosa, will perform in concert at 7 p.m. Sunday at Tivoli’s, 325 S. Union. The concert will be sponsored by the Pueblo Musicians and Songwriter’s Association. Tickets are $5 at the door, $3 for PMSA members.
Richmond makes his living from music, something he said he is thankful for. He is very serious about his craft, and gives a serious interview. His lyrics, he said, are socially aware, sometimes about the beauty of the land and about love. “I write about whatever moves me,” he said this week from his recording studio in Alamosa, where he earns part of his living. “Whatever impinges upon my consciousness. Whatever rings a bell saying, ‘That’s a song,’ so I write. “It’s a wide range, involving the struggles of life, and the personal growth life forces upon us.”
A songwriter uses all the tools at his disposal, he said, including sometimes the troubles that affect friends and others. He takes the struggles of others, blends them into his own life, and produces the lyrics he sings. He says that if he must be placed within a genre, he’s “fairly, solidly into contemporary folk, but lyrically that’s so broad it becomes meaningless. “Anyone with an acoustic guitar can be lumped into that category,” Richmond said. “It’s almost a genre term for singer-songwriter.” Richmond said he plays, “some rock, some country,” and caii play screaming rock on his guitar “with the best.” He also plays the mandolin and fiddle, to break the “sameness of the sound” from his guitar. “But I love the acoustic sound, and words that mean something,” he said. He counts among his influences the early I 970s work of Jackson Browne and James Taylor, the newgrass revival, Celtic music and the Beatles.
Puebloan Tom Munch, a renowned local musician, said the city is lucky to be getting a visit from Richmond, who played here earlier this year with his band, Hired Hands. “He’s a fantastic player,” Munch said. “He’s one of the few people we’ve had at the (PMSA’s monthly) Acoustic Cafe who has had the audience on the edge of their chairs.”
There’s something mystical in performing, said Richmond, who likened his traveling in Colorado and New Mexico to the life of a traveling salesman, always displaying his wares.
“There~s magic in good music,” he said, “and that defies description.”

